
So!



This is how it works!

So unique!

So comfortable! 

So economical! 

So practical! 

Moving 

Transport goods on 
the xetto® in a handy 

and flexible way.

Lifting 

Lift loads of 250 kg up to 
106 cm just by pressing a 

button.

Loading and unloading

Load the goods including 
xetto® on the transport 

vehicle.

So! 



For professionals, who constantly optimise their working 
methods and processes. Specially developed for a 
modern working world, that is xetto® - so unique.

xetto® is a transport trolley, lifting table and  
companion in one – developed for every area of 
application to move, lift, load and unload heavy weights. 
This unique lifting system even travels with you - So!

Load, transport or unload. Logistical versatility 
combined with innovative technology, 
that is xetto® - so practical.

Manoeuvre loads of up to 250 kg quickly and easily. 
Cost-efficient and timesaving, that 
is xetto® - so economical.

The innovative loading and transport system with the 
comfort of a mobile worktable is easy on the back and 
relieves your employees, that is  
xetto® - so comfortable.
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Xetto GmbH
Gotthardstrasse 3
5630 Muri AG

T: +41 41 747 40 60
F: +41 41 747 40 61
Email: info@xetto.ch

We take care of you 
A product is only as valuable as its customer service. 
We know that.  That is why regular function tests and
a replacement unit during maintenance and repair 
are a matter of course.

You can test
Would you like to test this small miracle of logistics? 
We will provide you with a test device for one week.
Contact us and we will deliver the xetto® directly to your 
door.

Test now!

A promise!

www.xetto.ch +41 41 747 40 60


